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For the first time in a number of years, there is a functioning alternative to communications that support 
securities trade matching and confirmation processes and the retention of advantages associated with 
automated local matching. SWIFT's Global Electronic Trade Confirmation (‘GETC’) messaging service 
initiative is gaining momentum; with a number of leading asset managers and brokers announcing their 
support for this different approach to the trade confirmation cycle, contending with the current Central 
Trade Management (‘CTM’) solution offered by Omgeo. 
 
The number of brokers supporting the GETC message flows (the structured data used to communicate 
trade confirmation data) is also likely to increase in 2013, as asset management firms, under pressure 
from regulatory demands, look at ways to reduce costs and improve operational efficiencies. The GETC 
initiative is a collaborative effort between SWIFT, a group of asset management firms and brokers.  
 
The messaging solution has been in production for over a year and covers block, allocations, 
confirmations, cancellations and affirmation processing for equities and fixed income securities, 
supporting the mandatory information flows required for automated local matching. 
 

 
What Is Driving This New Initiative? 
 
The GETC initiative has been partly driven by the imposed mandatory migration from local matching to an 
alternative central matching model, with Omgeo insisting customers move onto its Central Trade Matching 
system as they are in the process of decommissioning their local matching solution ‘Oasys Global’, which 
has accommodated market trade confirmation needs for many years.  
 
It is fair to say that for asset management firms and brokers, this forced migration has not been well 
received in many cases, particularly with the buy-side firms having to embrace central matching, 
regardless of their current automated position or consider alternatives. For firms who have already 
invested heavily in trade processing automation, local matching already provides high-levels of successful 
straight through processing and same-day-affirmation rates that are embedded and are a reliable method 
of managing this vital function.  
 
SWIFT may have been a little slow out of the blocks, but GETC fits well with existing local matching 
models and solutions; it supports both block and allocation level processing and offers a viable messaging 
alternative, whilst also addressing concerns associated with operational efficiencies and potential 
technology risks. As this approach enables asset managers to retain their current trade confirmation 
platforms and processes, it is certainly raising interest, particularly to firms that still need to address the 
challenge of a migration to Central Trade Matching.  
 
 
Business Continuity 
 
Some asset management firms are also considering GETC from a business continuity perspective. It has 
been suggested that Omgeo has presented some challenges in recent years in terms of resilience and 
reliability and there have been a number of well publicised outages that concern clients. With increased 
regulatory oversight and interests in reducing operational risk, SWIFT offers an alternative option, which is 
perceived to be a reliable messaging infrastructure for trade confirmations that reduces exposure to 
remote system based outages, which clients cannot control or establish reliable fall-back processes.  
 
 

Increasing Operational Efficiencies 
 
Markets across Europe settle in different settlement cycles, contributing to high rates of trade failure, 
costs and operational risks, particularly for cross-border transactions. There is now regulatory pressure to 
harmonise settlement cycles in Europe to enforce T+2 deadlines and the US is likely to follow suit. This is 
also forcing buy-side firms to look at ways they can improve middle office processes in order to cope with 
these new processing targets. 
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Central versus Local Matching 
 
The debate around local and central matching has been raging for many years and there are valid 
arguments for and against both methods. However, the argument that central matching offers benefits 
over the “windscreen washer” principle of local matching is in reality, not a strong one, as there are still 
sequential processes taking place on either side of the central utility.  
 
Central matching does offer some benefits to the broker enabling them to see the asset manager’s side of 
a transaction. This is an advantage only as long as the broker proactively deals with exceptions. Very 
rarely do brokers reject an asset manager’s side of a trade, so it is still largely the asset manager’s 
responsibility to notify the broker of exceptions.  
 
Local matching flows are designed to give asset managers greater levels of control and many automated 
solutions offer significantly greater processing flexibility and optional actions. 
  
Many asset managers must retain local matching solutions anyway, as the CTM does not currently 
support their full asset class coverage, nor does it accommodate brokers that are not ‘in the loop’. So in 
reality, dual central and local trade management is going to be a reality for many firms for a long time to 
come.  
 
It is fair to say that Omgeo’s CTM solution does offer some benefits to firms, but in a processing 
environment that requires broader coverage the SWIFT GETC solution may make sense and add value, 
as well as choice. 
 
 
Reduced Messaging Costs 
 
SWIFT is an industry cooperative, with a long established policy of reasonable pricing and annual 
rebates. From a pure messaging costs point of view, the SWIFT GETC option may offer significant cost 
savings. As many asset managers already use SWIFT outside of the confirmation processes, 
incorporating GETC into existing infrastructures should not be a major problem. Clearly there is a 
judgement associated with trade volumes and such savings may only add value to firms with reasonable 
trade activity, but this is certainly a key area of focus for a number of asset managers. 
 
 
The Future 
 
Large and mid-sized buy-side firms regularly do business with many brokers so GETC has a way to go 
before it can offer a comprehensive alternative. In the short-term, firms that are live on GETC will need to 
maintain two platforms in order to ensure full broker coverage, but the evolution of this process could 
eventually resolve this. This is made easier by specialist trade processing solutions that can interact with 
both and other middleware solutions. Connectivity services providers are also offering transformation 
services to help incorporate GETC flows into existing operational processes. 
 
GETC is not the only alternative solution being considered in the industry at the moment. There is growing 
support for the utilisation of FIX messages, particularly in the U.S., which suggests a potential ‘two horse 
race’, although selecting either as a mechanism of choice does not present significant issues. It is also 
worth pointing out that other central matching offerings exist too, although Omgeo currently hold the lion’s 
share of traffic. 
 
It is suggested that healthy competition in the securities confirmation space can only be a good thing, as it 
helps to drive innovation and improvements in technology as well as reducing costs. This is particularly 
important to the securities industry as it looks to shorten settlement cycles and minimise risk. 
 
 
 
 

Stepping Stones - Making the Change 
 
Pentagon supported the implementation of the very first ‘vendor based’ SWIFT GETC solution for a major 
asset management company, who considered SWIFT GETC as a viable option when also undertaking 
their migration to CTM.  
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Faced with large trade volumes and high trade processing costs, they understood the value of alternative 
communication methods as well as the ability to address operational risks. Pentagon supported both the 
integration of CTM trade processing and the introduction of SWIFT GETC messaging to support local 
matching, via a traditional post-trade management solution. The client now has the flexibility to match 
securities trades both centrally or locally and this flexibility reduces risk by eliminating dependencies on a 
single matching provider.  
 
As with all new initiatives, there is a major dependency on a growing network of participants. As more 
asset managers move towards GETC, the broker community will be encouraged to accommodate it. 
There are a number of major brokers already providing trade confirmations to the clients that are in 
production and there are a number of others in the pipeline. It is fair to say that there are a number of 
brokers not currently in a position to support this messaging standard, but Pentagon will continue to 
encourage this evolution. In the same vain, Pentagon also intend to support the growth of asset 
management participation, as a wider community will only serve to maintain momentum in this area.  
 
For more information on the challenges and options relating to this initiative, or to simply understand how 
this operational change might benefit your organisation, please contact Carole Wiles at 
Cwiles@pentagonconsulting.com.  
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